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ABSTRACT
We propose a principled method to specify XML document transformation so that the outcome of a transformation can be ensured to conform to certain structural constraints as required by the target XML document type. We view XML document types as graphs, and model transformations as relations between the two graphs. Starting from this abstraction, we use and extend graph homomorphism as a formalism for the specifications of transformations between XML document types. A specification can then be checked to ensure whether results from the transformation will always be structure–conforming.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.7.2 [Document and Text Processing]: Document Preparation—Markup languages; G.2.2 [Discrete Mathematics]: Graph Theory—Graph labeling; D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification—Validation

General Terms
Design, Theory, Verification
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1. INTRODUCTION
In XML document processing, one often faces the problem of ensuring the correctness of the structure of a program–generated document. As an example, Figure 1 shows the structural constraints of two XML document types (named DocBook Tiny and XHTML Tiny). Each of the two graphs show what kinds of elements can appear as the children of other kinds of elements. If an element of type parent can have elements of type child as its children, then there is an edge from node parent to child in the graph.

For the graphs in Figure 1, it is natural for us to find mappings between nodes that are semantically close. For example, we may transform orderedlist elements in DocBook Tiny into ol elements in XHTML Tiny, and listitem elements into li elements. It too seems fitting to map para elements into p elements. However, such a straightforward mapping could transform DocBook Tiny documents into ill–structured XHTML Basic documents. Take the following DocBook Tiny document fragment as an example.

```
<orderedlist>
<para>A preface here and ... </para>
</orderedlist>
<listitem><para>...A list item</para></listitem>
```

By the proposed straightforward mapping, this structure–conforming DocBook Tiny document fragment will be transformed into the following XHTML document fragment which is ill-structured.

```
<ol>
<ol>
<p>A preface here and ... </p>
</ol>
<li><p>...A list item</p></li>
</ol>
```

The output is ill–structured because according to the parent–child constraints for XHTML Tiny element types, ol element cannot have ol or p elements as children.

In this paper, we propose to use and extend graph homomorphism as a formalism for the specifications of mappings between XML document types, so that the results can be ensured to be always structure–conforming.

2. RELATED WORKS
There is a wealth of research on the modeling of XML document types, and on the techniques and languages for expressing XML document transformations. Since the late 1990s, there have been many works on using formal languages for modeling SGML/XML document editing and transformation [2, 4, 6, 7]. This paper continues these efforts by using graph homomorphisms, a formalism relatively new to the document engineering community.
Programming languages have been designed and implemented to accommodate XML content models as native data types [1]. Many of these languages are high-level languages with expressive type systems to help detect type errors at compile-time. XML query and transformation languages such as XPath, XSLT, and XQuery have long been developed, standardized, and put into use; but these languages do not have a notion of document types for the input and output documents. Our method models XML document transformation before the transformation itself is programmed, and is not specific to particular programming languages.

Researchers in the database community have used graph homomorphism for matching data schema and for matching navigation paths [3]. These works focus on the similarity among graphs; ours is on expressing transformation using graphs. Some works analyze web applications in order to verify if they produce valid HTML/XML documents [9]. These works seem to concentrate on the target document types, but not the source document types.

3. GRAPH HOMOMORPHISM

This section provides a brief introduction to graph homomorphism and some basic graph theory [8]. We use the notations that \( g, h, \ldots \) are graphs, \( V_g \) is the set of nodes in graph \( g \), and \( E_g \) is the set of edges in graph \( g \). The graphs are directed and, if not noted otherwise, without multiple edges. That is, \( E_g \subseteq V_g \times V_g \) is a relation on \( V_g \). We write \( u \rightarrow v \) to denote an edge \((u, v) \in E_g\). An edge \( u \rightarrow v \) is a loop if \( u = v \). A function \( f : V_g \rightarrow V_h \) is a graph homomorphism from graph \( g \) to graph \( h \) if \( f(u) \rightarrow f(v) \) is an edge in \( E_h \) for all edges \( u \rightarrow v \) in \( E_g \). That is, a graph homomorphism is a node-to-node function that preserves edge connectivity. A graph is strongly connected if there is a path from each node to each other node in the graph. The strongly connected components (SCCs) of a graph are its maximal strongly connected subgraphs.

We extend the notion of graph homomorphism by the following. A function \( f : V_g \rightarrow V_h \) is an extended graph homomorphism from \( g \) to \( h \) if, for all edges \( u \rightarrow v \) in \( E_g \), there is a path \( f(u) \sim f(v) \) connected by edges in \( E_h \). That is, an extended graph homomorphism preserves path connectivity. One can see that a function \( f : V_g \rightarrow V_h \) is an extended graph homomorphism from \( g \) to \( h \) if and only if \( f \) is a graph homomorphism from \( g \) to the transitive closure of \( h \).

In the context of XML document transformation, often we are mapping documents from a particular document type (the source) to those of another document type (the target). In this paper, we focus on the parent-child constraints among element types as imposed by their content models, using graph homomorphism as a formalism to guide and specify document transformations. It leads to a general method for mapping elements types from the source document type to those in the target document as the following.

- Produce the source graph \( g \) and target graph \( h \) respectively from the source and target document types. Nodes in the graphs are element types. Edges are parent-child constraints.
- Decompose \( g \) and \( h \), respectively, into their SCCs. Find a graph homomorphism from the condensation of \( g \) to the condensation of \( h \). Note that,
  - Each SCC node in the condensation of \( g \) must be

\[\text{Figure 1: Parent-child constraints among DocBook Tiny (1) element types and among XHTML Tiny (2) element types. Double–circled nodes denote types whose elements may appear as leaves in document trees.}\]
4. INDUCTIVE TRANSFORMATION

The solution we arrive at in the previous section is not satisfactory as much information is lost. The element types orderedlist and listitem are mapped to the element type div. We also do not get to use element a in the target graph to express element link in the source. In an extended graph homomorphism, an edge is mapped to a path (as illustrated by mapping the edge article → section to the path html → body → div). In this section, we aim to develop refined mappings for element types in which paths in the target graph are used to connect the parent–and–child pairs of nodes mapped from the source graph.

In the following, we show we can still map orderedlist to ol, and listitem to li. Node orderedlist has children listitem, orderedlist, and para in the source graph. We map them respectively to li, ol, and p in the target graph. But in the target graph node ol only has li as its child. What do we do with ol and p? A solution is to connect node ol to ol by a path ol → li → ol, and to connect node ol to p by a path ol → li → p. Note that by insisting nodes in a SCC in the source graph are mapped to nodes in a SCC in the target, for any edge u → v in the source SCC, we are ensured there is a path u ~ v in the target SCC.

We use the following notation to describe such a mapping:

\[
\text{orderedlist}\{\text{ol}, \text{ol}, \text{p}\} = \text{ol}\{\text{ol}, \text{li/ol}, \text{li/p}\}
\]

It can be verified this is indeed a graph homomorphism. For the mapping from the yellow SCC to the orange SCC, one has no choice but to map section to div as node section forms a loop and div is the only looping node in the target SCC. The same goes for the mapping from orderedlist to div. From the above, listitem can only be mapped to div too. For the mapping from the violet SCC to the pink SCC, we map emphasis to em, and map link to span instead of a because both link and span are looping nodes but a is not.

Also, since all documents we are mapping from the DocBook Tiny document type to the XHTML Tiny document type are tree–shaped, we must make sure that whatever can appear as leaf elements in the input, will only be mapped to leaf elements in the output, and that the root element is mapped to the root element. That is, we will be transforming an XML document tree to a complete XML document tree, not just to some fragments of a tree.

For leaf nodes in the graph for DocBook Tiny (that is, para, emphasis, link, and pcdata), indeed they are mapped to leaf nodes in the graph for XHTML Tiny (that is, p, em, span, and pcdata). The root node article is mapped to body. But the root node in the target graph is html, not body. This is easy to fix in an extended graph homomorphism, as there is a path from html to body. That is, we map the node article to the subgraph consisting of the edge html → body.

Figure 2: The condensations, and the related strongly connected components, of the two graphs.

mapped to a SCC node in the condensation of h (to preserve cycles inside the source SCC);

○ One-to-one function is preferred when mapping SCC nodes in the condensation of g to those in h (to preserve structural information).

● For each pair of source and target SCCs, find a graph homomorphism for nodes in the source SCC to those in the target SCC.

● A loop in the source SCC must be mapped to a loop in the target SCC.

Figure 2 shows the condensations of the two graphs in Figure 1. The SCCs in DocBook Tiny (1) are colored in yellow = \{section\}, green = \{listitem, orderedlist\}, and violet = \{emphasis, link\}. Those in the XHTML Tiny (2) are colored in orange = \{div, li, ol\} and pink = \{a, em, span\}. For a graph homomorphism from the condensation of DocBook Tiny to the condensations of XHTML Tiny, we use the following mapping f:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f(\text{article}) &= \text{body} \\
    f(\text{yellow}) &= \text{orange} \\
    f(\text{green}) &= \text{orange} \\
    f(\text{para}) &= \text{p} \\
    f(\text{violet}) &= \text{pink} \\
    f(\text{pcdata}) &= \text{pcdata}
\end{align*}
\]

One–to–one function is preferred when mapping nodes in the source SCC, to those in the target SCC. The same goes for the mapping from the yellow SCC to the orange SCC, one has no choice but to map section to div as node section forms a loop and div is the only looping node in the target SCC. The same goes for the mapping from orderedlist to div. From the above, listitem can only be mapped to div too. For the mapping from the violet SCC to the pink SCC, we map emphasis to em, and map link to span instead of a because both link and span are looping nodes but a is not.

Also, since all documents we are mapping from the DocBook Tiny document type to the XHTML Tiny document type are tree–shaped, we must make sure that whatever can appear as leaf elements in the input, will only be mapped to leaf elements in the output, and that the root element is mapped to the root element. That is, we will be transforming an XML document tree to a complete XML document tree, not just to some fragments of a tree.

For leaf nodes in the graph for DocBook Tiny (that is, para, emphasis, link, and pcdata), indeed they are mapped to leaf nodes in the graph for XHTML Tiny (that is, p, em, span, and pcdata). The root node article is mapped to body. But the root node in the target graph is html, not body. This is easy to fix in an extended graph homomorphism, as there is a path from html to body. That is, we map the node article to the subgraph consisting of the edge html → body.
The pattern in the mapping equation associated to node \( u \)\footnote{\cite{10}} is just \( u = x \), one simply checks if \( x \to y_i \) is an edge in the target graph.

This method of describing an inductive transformation based on an extended graph transformation can be further applied to cases where a node in the source graph is mapped to multiple nodes in the target graph. This is often necessary when one needs to break a SCC in the source graph into several subgraphs which are then mapped to different SCCs in the target graphs. In these scenarios, a node in the source SCC, depending on its already transformed child nodes, can be mapped to nodes in different SCC in the target graph.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have proposed a method for transforming XML documents that takes into account both the source and target document types. We shall end this paper by mentioning that our method can be further generalized. Until now we use only paths in the target graphs as the results from inductive mappings. Actually we can use any subgraph in the target graph as an inductive outcome. That is, from the already transformed child elements, we can assemble any XML document fragment as the inductive result, as long as it is a subgraph in the target graph.
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